INVESTITURE OF JUDGE THOMAS J. MCAVOY
BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK
SATURDAY, APRIL 26, 1986

REMARKS

I AM VERY PLEASED TO RETURN TO THE NORTHERN DISTRICT BENCH IN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN THE INVESTITURE OF ITS NEWEST MEMBER, THOMAS J. MCAVOY. JUDGE MCAVOY BECOMES ONLY THE SEVENTEENTH JUDGE TO SERVE ON THIS BENCH SINCE THE NORTHERN DISTRICT WAS ESTABLISHED BY CONGRESS 172 YEARS AGO. IT WAS IN 1814 THAT THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW YORK WAS SPLIT INTO THE NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN DISTRICTS. SINCE THE OLD DISTRICT OF NEW YORK WAS THE FIRST COURT TO SIT UNDER THE SOVEREIGNTY OF THE UNITED STATES IN 1789, THE NORTHERN DISTRICT IS JUST AS MUCH ITS SUCCESSOR AS THE SOUTHERN AND JUST AS ENTITLED TO BE CALLED THE "MOTHER COURT." (CONTRARY TO WHAT SOME OTHERS MAY SAY). OF THE SEVENTEEN JUDGES WHO HAVE SERVED IN THE NORTHERN DISTRICT, FOUR CURRENTLY ARE IN SERVICE. SO YOU SEE, TOM, A SEAT ON THIS BENCH IS PRACTICALLY A GUARANTEE OF LONGEVITY.

THIS IS INDEED AN HISTORIC OCCASION. ALTHOUGH CONGRESS HAS AUTHORIZED THE HOLDING OF TERMS IN BINGHAMTON SINCE 1900, THERE HAS BEEN NO DISTRICT JUDGE FROM THIS AREA SINCE GEORGE W. RAY, A RESIDENT OF NORWICH IN CHENANGO COUNTY, WAS APPOINTED TO THIS BENCH IN 1902. BEFORE HIS JUDICIAL SERVICE, JUDGE RAY WAS ELECTED TO CONGRESS SEVEN TIMES AND PERFORMED IMPORTANT SERVICE
there as Chairmain of the Judiciary Committee. In 1899 he declined the invitation of his close friend, Theodore Roosevelt, then the Governor of New York, to serve on the State Supreme Court. He said that it was necessary for him to remain in Congress to deal with the problems arising out of the War with Spain, especially those relating to the government of Cuba and the control of the Philippines (the problems don't seem to change much over the years). Three years later, when Teddy Roosevelt was President, Ray accepted his offer of appointment to the Northern District Bench. I guess that all the problems in Congress had been cleared up by that time. At any rate, it seems that it never hurts to be a close friend of the President.

Although Judge Ray's career on the Bench was in many ways a stormy one, it also was very productive. When he was stricken with a serious illness in 1919, the New York Times report on his condition described him as follows: "He is known as one of the hardest working jurists on the bench and intimates say that he has not taken a vacation in twenty years." I am sure that Tom will follow the great example of Judge George W. Ray of Norwich.

This occasion is historic for another reason as well. Judge McAvoy is the first Judge to hold the fourth seat in the Northern District, this new seat having been established by Congress in the Federal Judgeship Act of 1984. The Northern District was a one-Judge Court until 1927, when a second Judgeship was added. The third Judgeship was added in 1978, and our colleague, Neal McCurn, presently occupies that seat. Although we now have four
TIMES AS MANY JUDGES AS WE STARTED WITH, WE HAVE FIFTY TIMES AS MANY CASES.

I AM HAPPY TO JOIN WITH ALL MY COLLEAGUES IN THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY IN WELCOMING TOM MCAVOY TO THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, A COURT FREIGHTED NOT ONLY WITH A GREAT TRADITION, BUT ALSO WITH ONE OF THE HIGHEST CASELOADS IN THE NATION. I KNOW THAT TOM WILL BE EQUAL TO THE TASK AND PREDICT THAT HIS CAREER ON THIS COURT WILL BE MARKED BY VERY DISTINGUISHED SERVICE. IN MY OPINION, HE HAS THE MOST IMPORTANT QUALITIES NEEDED FOR THE JOB - A WILLINGNESS TO LISTEN; AN ABILITY TO LEARN; THE PATIENCE TO UNDERSTAND; AND A SENSE OF JUSTICE. (HE ALSO HAS A GOOD SENSE OF HUMOR, AND THAT MAY BE THE MOST IMPORTANT QUALITY OF ALL).

Tom, may your tenure be a long and happy one. I CONGRATULATE YOU ON THIS HAPPY OCCASION AND EXTEND MY BEST WISHES TO YOUR FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.